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May SWAT Training

May 25, 2006

Location: Richmond Range

Attendance: [redacted]

Training Topic: PT Test / Equipment / Rifle Handgun Courses / Flashbang Training / Live fire room entries w/ shoot no shoot /

Training Officers: [redacted]

Training Outline:

0600 – Met at PD before traveling to SRHS for PT test. All operators in attendance including Coen and Cron passed the PT test.

0730 – At PD met in briefing room and handed out some new individual equipment. Chief Simms met with team and discussed his expectations and experience with SWAT Teams.

0900 – Travel to Richmond Range. Qualified on Rifle and handgun courses. Worked on accuracy drills with metal knockdown targets. Main focus of training was use of flashbangs and gas in relation to room entries.
Flashbang training began with a lecture by Cron followed by practice with live devices. Live Fire drills were then set up with multiple room entries involving shoot / no shoot targets. Reinforced target recognition and accurate shooting, voice commands.

Training concluded at 1700 hrs.
April SWAT Training

April 27, 2006

Location: SRPD, Richmond Range & 120 N. Redwood Drive

Attendance:

Training Topic:  Shooting skills / shoot no shoot / live entries
Search for Suspect

Training Officers:

Training Outline:

0900 – [Redacted] addressed the team and presented new members who just completed SWAT school with their SWAT pins.

0930 – The team discussed equipment desires and a list was made. We also discussed the new SWAT school in Sacramento.

1000 – Team Leader [Redacted] discussed recent training he and [Redacted] had just attended regarding the WACA incident. The entire incident was debriefed based upon information given in the class. The major topics learned from this were – operational security, tactics, contingency plans, ops order.
1230 – Shooting drills at Richmond Range. Cold shot, 3rd bursts, moving & shooting. Room set up for entries with multiple targets. Some targets friendly. Included climbing over wall on range.

Teams of 4 made entry into room. Target recognition, precision shooting, voice commands and communication between members were stressed.

1630 – Range Clean up

1800 – Team Movement at 120 N. Redwood. Practiced hallways, open and closed doors and suspect searching.

2100 – Training ended.